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Ask Us About      

These Services: 

 

   Design-Build Landscape 

   Outdoor Living Space 

   Irrigation Maintenance  

   Custom Water Features  

   Landscape Lighting  

   Pergolas and Decks 

   Fireplaces & Fire Pits 

    

    

 

Joshua Mitchell 

 

Some Random Landscape Thoughts 

A new year is the time for us to make resolutions to 
better ourselves.  It is also a good time to make some 
resolutions to better our home.  Here are a few of our 
suggestions to building a better landscape. 
 
Resolution #1 - I Will Define My Ideal Landscape 
Figure out what personality you want your yard to 
embody and implement those ideas, turning your 
dream landscape into a reality.   
 
Resolution #2 - I Will Fully Enjoy My Yard 
Take time from your busy schedule to relax and enjoy 
your landscape this year.  Feelings of happiness will 
increase when you spend more time outdoors.  
 
Resolution #3 - I Will Take Better Care of My Lawn 
Staying on top of the weeds growing in your lawn will 
benefit you and your landscape for years to come. 
Creating a compost pile with will reduce the need for 
fertilizer in gardens and save on water.  Keeping your 
outdoor living space organized will make it feel more 
comfortable and inviting.   
  
Resolution #4 - I Will Ask for Help When I Need It 
Landscape professionals are here to help you save 
time on lawn care maintenance, plant selection, and 
design layout.  Don’t be afraid to ask an expert for 
some advise and increase your confidence in your 
yard. 
 
Happy Landscaping!   

 

We love what our clients 
have to say about us! 

 

"JDM Landscape was one    

of the best investments our  

association ever made.  

They took our tired worn out 

landscape, designed and 

installed a new one; and to 

this day have maintained it 

in perfect condition." 
 
                 Jack Marziliano 

 

Prune Trees 
and Shrubs 

 

When deciduous 
shrubs and trees are 
dormant in the winter, 
it is the best time to 

prune them.  



 

 

   Landscape Trends you Can’t Ignore in 2019 

 Landscape Trend #1: Two-in-one landscape design 
 
Functional elements are no longer a perk, but rather a necessity in today’s landscapes. 
Consumers desire stunning outdoor features that have been cleverly designed to serve 
a dual tactical purpose.  An edible vertical garden on a trellis that acts as a privacy 
fence, a retaining wall that includes built-in seating for entertaining, and colorful       
garden beds that divide properties all combine function and style. 

 Landscape Trend #2: Automated lawn and landscape maintenance 
 
The latest technology and equipment allow tasks to be more streamlined and environ-
mentally efficient than ever before. Robotic lawn mowers continue to rise in popularity 
among both homeowners and landscape professionals. Also, programmable irrigation 
systems and advanced lighting and electrical systems help outdoor spaces become ex-
tensions of today’s smart homes. Homeowners relish knowing that these technological 
advancements give them more time to relax and enjoy their outdoor spaces. 

 Landscape Trend #3: Pergolas 
 
A staple of landscape design for years, pergolas constructed of wood or composite   
material are now becoming more sophisticated.  In fact, today they come with major 
upgrades, including rolldown windows, space heaters, lighting and sound systems. 
When paired with a luxury kitchen, seating area or fire feature, pergolas can become 
the iconic structure for outdoor sanctuaries. 
 

 

 Landscape Trend #4: Pretty in Pink 
 
Pops of coral and blush are anticipated to add a more feminine touch to landscapes 
this year. With Living Coral named the Color of the Year by Pantone, a leading provider 
of color systems and an influencer on interior and exterior design, landscape profes-
sionals predict that this rich shade of pink could bring fresh blooms of roses, petunias, 
zinnias and hibiscus to flower beds. Experts also anticipate light blush tones to become 
“the new neutral” and another option for hardscapes and stone selections. 

 Landscape Trend #5: Mezmerizing Metals 

Whether homeowners want a bold statement or whimsical touch, incorporating metals 
can bring new dimensions to landscape design.  Used for decorative art, water features 
or furniture and accessories, creative uses of metals including steel and iron can make 
for lovely accents or entire focal points. 
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